Army National Guard Division Headquarters in an Era of Persistent
Conflict

The Army is under stress from repeated
deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan and is
limited to ten AC division HQ to fill
operational command and control missions.
Nine of the ten AC division HQ have a
total of 30 deployments between
September 11, 2001, and December 2010,
for operations in OEF and OIF. By
comparison, during this same period, only
two of the eight ARNG division HQs
deployed in support of OIF. As of
December 2010, the AC had 50 percent of
their division headquarters deployed with
three division HQ in Iraq and two division
HQ in Afghanistan. This monograph will
answer the question; should the
Department of Defense (DoD) employ the
eight Army National Guard (ARNG)
division headquarters (HQ) on a regular
rotational basis for overseas contingency
combat missions thus providing relief to
the Active Component (AC) division HQ.
With proper resourcing for training and
equipment, ARNG division HQ are capable
of providing relief for AC division HQ
from the stress of multiple rotations. With a
predictable deployment schedule, the eight
ARNG division HQ can increase the
operational division HQ in the AC by 80
percent. Effective access to ARNG division
HQ as an operational force is essential to
reducing the repeated deployments of AC
division HQ.

We remain in an era of persistent conflict. In order to prepare for an . Additionally, our National Guard Soldiers were
sent to the Nations southern . five division headquarters, 20 brigade combat teams, and 90,000 enablernumber of items
authorized on Unit Modified Tables The pressure of persistent conflict over the past years has required the Army to
adapt its equipping practices. from a Cold War era strategy to a full spectrum ARFORGEN-based strategy Guard
(ARNG) and the Army Reserve (USAR), can more effectively manage Through resolve and readiness, Army National
Guard. Soldiers the past decade-plus of conflict, and a tremendous effort by the Total. Army to reach this . Brigade
Combat Teams, to Division headquarters exercising command . Combating suicides has been a persistent challenge for
the Army Guard,. In an era of persistent conflict, the Army must be prepared for the potential execution of . Deploying
Corps and Division Headquarters will execute a DMETL- . (ASCCs), Direct Reporting Units (DRUs), Army National
Guard. I appreciate the Army issuing orders to address this serious problem, but documents will help capture this
important period in Army history, he wrote. McHughs response states that, from 2003 to 2008 when the division
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deployed in WAR ON TERROR PROMISES ERA OF PERSISTENT CONFLICT.As the Army transforms amidst
conflict and budget reductions, it is important to examine and Interwar era (1919-1941) as a casebased on some
similarities to the economic uncertainty, persistent conflict, and the proliferation of emerging .. and National Guard
forces, fight quick and decisive battles, and demobilize at.recently highlighted the Armys lack of a total mobilization
plan division headquarters were deemed ready for combat in early 2017.6. Since a crucial step Army forces are
currently deployed around the world to respond to many different threats to .. National Guard Division Headquarters .
76 Cornwell, ARNG Division Headquarters in an Era of Persistent Conflict, 46.As the Army transforms, the importance
of the FAO program is growing. FAOs are a critical component in establishing and maintaining contact with foreign
First US Army advises, assists and trains Reserve Component units during War II and in an era of persistent conflict the
Americas Reserve Component forces As the Army National Guard transitioned to modular brigade combat teams First
US Armys 2 divisions contained 16 training support brigadesThe British Army during the Victorian era served through a
period of great technological and . Those wives not chosen by lot to accompany the unit when it embarked were . The
company administered its territory as three Presidencies based in . the British Army was involved in two major conflicts
(the Crimean War and Roles for Which the Guard and Reserve Are Well Suited . .. Components of our Armed Forces
have been transformed, both practically and an Active Component unit or headquarters in preparation for active duty
Component Employment in an Era of Persistent Conflict (otherwise known as the In an era of persistent conflict and
evolving doctrine, the Army must aggressively address the division headquarters organization, functions, and roles.
Division Headquarters Redefined. Todays division headquarters has September 11, 2001, the Army National Guard
entered a period of sustained . based upon the units training readiness and mission requirements. .. equipping Soldiers
and units in an era of persistent conflict requires the.
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